To be considered for a section leader position in either ensemble, you are required to play the principal music.

All others may play the section/bass music.
TOCCATA MARZIALE.

1st Trombone.

Allegro maestoso.

\[ \text{Count rests as marked} \]

\[ \text{MIDDLE TENN. STATE UNIVERSITY} \]
\[ \text{BAND OF BLUE} \]
\[ \text{R. VAUGHAN WILLIAMS.} \]
Colonial Song

1st & 2nd Trombone
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To be considered for a section leader position in either ensemble, you are required to play the principal music.

All others may play the section/bass music.
Colonial Song

Bass trombone + section

PERCY ALDRIDGE GRAINGER

3rd Trombone

Fairly slow  \( \frac{1}{4} \)  \( \text{accompanyingly} \)

J582